It Came from Planet Simile!

A creature from Planet Simile has just landed on Earth! Finish the similes about this creature below. Then draw the creature's picture based on your description.

- a body as _______ as _______
- a head as _______ as _______
- eyes as _______ as _______
- a nose as _______ as _______
- teeth as _______ as _______
- skin as _______ as _______
- fingers as _______ as _______
- feet as _______ as _______

By: _______
Simile Scramble

See if you can unscramble each word below to complete the similes. Write the correct word on each blank.

1. cute as a __________ (buntot)
2. quiet as a __________ (smueo)
3. flat as a __________ (capkane)
4. soft as a __________ (lipwol)
5. pretty as a __________ (creptul)
6. light as __________ (ral)
7. hard as a __________ (cork)
8. heavy as __________ (deal)
9. dry as a __________ (oben)
10. clear as __________ (clratsy)
11. sweet as __________ (noyeh)
12. playful as a __________ (tlkent)
13. warm as __________ (stota)
14. slow as a __________ (lanls)
15. sharp as a __________ (ckat)
16. rough as __________ (dappersan)
17. gentle as a __________ (blam)
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